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The Century of the Child 
John Dewey once said,   "The world,   as  far as the external 
9. viro:;:. ent   is  concex-ned,   has  forgotten the chile."1 Although 
the child  has   ceen called the ..ost valuable resource whioh 
n  hes,   he does  not achieve a  major stt-tus   in our society 
until the post-adolescent  age*    The adult  has  hed the 
tendency to   i eg' rd ti.e child,   not  as an  individual as  such,   but. 
as a  "future   bein^",   as  one "who  is to becor.e".     Childhood 
has  been considered n.erely a stage through which the  individual 
must   pass   in order to  become an adult*    At  the present,   so the 
adult  believes,   the child   is  an unproductive member of society 
because  he contributes  nothing of econoa.ic  or social value.    Kla 
real value  lies   in the future.3  Indeed,   the values  of civili- 
zation  itself   have been built  essentially around the adult's 
4 neeos. 
Thus,   our  children are  born   into  an environment  which 
has  been constructed by and for the adult. 
He Lthe child! is  the prisoner of a 
civilization that   has   been  built  u? 
by adults  for the good of adults,   and 
which tends to  grow more and  r.ore 
restrlc1 ive and  to   leave   less   and   less 
room  for the freedom of the cr.ild.? 
There are  many examples which show how profound a  n.lstatce  has 
been made   in the ordering of a child's  life and   how the adult, 
1 y.aria rontessori,   "*«*•   Yn" Should  Know about  Your 
Child   (Adyar,   India,   1951),   P«   5- iat1,     w   ,  2Veria\vontessorl,   The  Child,    Udyar,   Inala,   1961),   o.  J. 
3 E. K.  Standing,   >■■"%. voHEessorl. Her Lifo and Wprfc, 
(New prk,   1957),   P«   253"T~ 
5 ^rfa'Kontessorl,  Secret _pf Childhood,   (lev York,   1936), 
P.  66. 
(2) 
anxious to  do  what   la  good   for the child,   actually toes 
counter to   his  needs.0 This  mistake has occurred through the 
misunderstanding by the adult of the true needs of the child. 
.or  example,   an adult may  watch the slow,     painstaking 
process of a  small child as  he works  to tie  his  shoelace. 
The time consumed for the  completion of this one simple 
task by the  child may often cause the adult  to   Impatiently 
push aside  his  efforts  in order to get  the job cone quickly 
himself.     Or,   an adult may  observe a child  laboriously  fill 
a  pall with sand until it   is completely full only to  empty 
the contents   to   begin eialn.     The  child may repeat this   act 
several times  under the bewildered  gaze of the adult who 
cannot  comprehend the pleasure which the child  receives  from 
this   seemingly  meaningless   task,     frotests   by   the child 
if adult   intervention occurs   is unexplains.ble to the adult 
•7 
and regarded  as   "naughtiness"  on the part of the  child.1   The 
conflict  and   misunderstanding   involved   in the relationship 
between child and adult has  caused the science of child 
psychology to  become increasingly  important  since the  latter 
part of the 19th century. 
At the beginning of the 20^ century,   however,  there was 
a new voice  heard  and this voice  insisted that  child   psychology 
be "radically revised".     Instead of studying the child  as 
an  individual,   child  ps-chology analyzed the external aspects 
of the child.    The result  of such studies was  merely a sum 
°  Ibid,,   p.  88. 
7  Ibid .,   p.  105- 
(3) 
of characteristics rather than an  ides  of a true personality.® 
Karia Xontessorl was the woman who made this  bold aeclaration. 
3orn  in 1870,   I-'.ontessorl was to  becou.e a figure known 
throughout the world  for her conception of the child  and  his 
education.    Through  her work,   which will be described  in 
Chapter 2,   she  "discovered"   that the child has  a greater 
potential  than ever suspected by scientists  or educators. 
The psychic development  of the child begins at  birth,   not  at 
the age of six when fornial schooling begins.    This  fact  is 
often overlooked by  parents who are ea^er to ctter to   "the 
vegetative  life   of the child"—sleeping,   eating,   resting— 
q 
but are unaware of the mental needs of the young child. 
;:ontessori believed that a thorough understanding by 
the adult  of the child's  psychic development would  help to 
solve the  conflict   in the adult-child relationship.    The 
adult   environment   is   unnatural  for tr.e child  because   his 
aims differ from those of the tdult's.     "...the adult  works 
with an external aim,  to accomplish some change  in his 
environment...".  10 A person who accomplishes a Job quickly 
and e-ficiently   is one who  receives the  praise of his 
fellow men.    This   is   not so with the child.     "He seems  in  no 
hurry to  finish  his work,   and will repeat  it quite  uselessly 
it  seems   to   us,"   as   exemplified   in the  work of  the  child who 
repeatedly  fills the sand pail.     But  it  or.ly seems  useless  to 
us  because we are judging the child's work by our adult standards 
8 Ibid.,   p.  125. , „,.....     ,     _    Rc- 9 Fb~nTesBori,   The Secret of Ghilohood,   ...  66. 
10 standing,   p.   142. 
(4) 
"The aim of  the child's work is not  external but  internal. 
Ke works   in order to  grow".    Therefore,   /ou cannot visibly  see 
the end for which he  is  expending all these labors.     "V/e may 
say that the adult works to perfect  his  environment   ,   whereas 
the child works to  perfect  himself,   usin^ the environment as 
the means. "H 7.'hat  is  the child's work according to  Mont Maori? 
The creation of the adult,     from the child  has  come our 
personality,   our humanity—the child  is the constructor of 
12 ms n.   c- 
; ontessorl declared that  the  idee  of education previ lent 
in her time  was   detrimental to  the development   of  the   child. 
The adult's  role  in education    was  considered to   be oi.e of 
aiding the child  in mental development through imparting 
knowledge to  him.    The  ..eriod  from birth to  three  /ears 
wes  neglected,   consequently,  because educators took  into 
account  only that  part  of life  in which it  was  possible to 
convey  information to  the child.1-' Till recently  even  children 
from four to  six years  were eliminated  from  educ;tion on the 
ground that  they were too young   to be taught.    Teaching was 
made   identical with  education.14 The role of the  adult   in 
eauc  tion  o.   the  child   is   certainly   important,   but   the  adult 
cannot  with  his   own  e   forts  create a  man.     "That   is   the most 
important   side  of the  whole educational question:     what  the 
child  himself accomplishes  of   his own  power  and   not what 
11 Ibid.,   P.  1^3. .. ,   ,,„-., 12 KoHtissori,  Reconstruction  in Education,   Udyar, 
India), p.   2. , .   ,, „     0,. 13 Kontessori,   What You Sh^ulc Know,   p.   24. 
14 Ibid.,   p.   25- 
(5) 
adult n,an con do  for him".1!? The child through absorption 
and  assimilation from  his  environment  creates  and  builds  his 
future  self.     It   is   on the  environment   that  men must   set  to 
work to   enable  the child  to   manifest   himself  freely.10 
The  environment   is  fundamental.     In Montessori'fl words, 
...it   must   facilit;. te the  ex .-ens ion of 
the being   in  process  of development  by  the 
reduction   of obstacles to   a  minimum  and   must 
allow free scope for a child's  energies,   by 
offering the  necessary  means  for the activities 
to which they  give rise. 
The adult,   being  an  essential part of the child's  environ- 
ment,   must  adjust  himself to  the child's  needs,   if  he is 
not to  be a  hindrance to  him.1'' i-:ontessori suggests  several 
ways to  ameliorate the child's  environment by reducing, the 
obstacles which adults  un$wlngly place before  him.  One 
of the  first   essentials   for any  adult   who wishes   to   help 
small children   is   to   learn to   respect   the different   rhythm 
of the   child's   iife   from  his   own.     lost   adults   try   to  speed 
up the child's   life  rhythm  in the vain  hope of making   it syn- 
chronize with theirs.16 With man's obsession with time and 
using  every minute to   its  fullest,   he   often  loses   patience 
with the  slowness  of the Child when he  is absorbed   in a 
task,   such si  the  shoe-tying incident.    The child   needs  time 
to successfully absorb the result and achiever..-nt  of every 
task,   no  matter  how small. 
!5 Montessorl,  Reconstruction in education., P* 3. 
1° Kontessori,   Secret  o=.   Childhood,   p.   120. 
}1   Ibid.,   p.   150. 1B Standing,   p.   145- 
(5) 
Unlike the adult   purposes   in  many  esses,   the   child's 
joy lies   in the act  of doing  the work end  not   in the com- 
pleted task.     The adult  stops working- when he has   reached 
the end  for which he set out--i.e.,  when  his  Job  Is  finished; 
or when  he   is  too tired to co on.    The child's tf.sk ends 
when  he  unconsciously   feels   that   he  has   obtained   what   he 
needs fron. that  particular activity—for the time  being at 
any rate.    A  need  baa  been satisfied.    Dr.  !ontessori does 
not  elaborate on this  particular theory of the  "Cycle of 
Work"   but merely accounts  for it  as  part  of the  psychic 
.cturation  process.1-  This cycle for wbiob the child  feels 
a  need   may   often   be   interrupted  by a well-meaning   adult   who 
sees  no  purpose  in the child's activity. 
Another danger to the child's development as  an 
individual  is  the  imposition and even the  Infusion of the 
adult's   will  with the  wilL of the child.      In the  early  stage 
of tr.e  child's   life,   he   is   a  weak cretture who   is   dependent 
upon the adult  for most of his  needs.    This  is a   ;;erlod when 
the child  is   extraordinarily o,-en to suggestion since his  own 
consciousness   is   in the process of  xoriution.    r.ontessori 
cives the example of  a 4-year old who w: s  alone  in  her own 
home with her grandmother.    The little girl expressed a 
wish to  turn on the tap of a  fountain to   see the gush of 
water,   but   just   £s   she  was   about  to do   It,   she drew  back  her 
hend.     Her grandmother encouraged  her to  turn on the tap but 
19  Ibid.,   ?•   150 
(7) 
the child answered that  her  nurse did  not  allow it.    The 
pi      .other tried to  persuade her that she  herself gave her 
full consent,   pointing out  to   her that   she v.: s   in   her own 
home.    But though the  little tirl continued to show an eager- 
ness to  see the water,   she drew her  hand  b:c;: each time.    The 
sense of obedience to an order .rom the absent  nurse was  so 
strong that  the  ^ersuasior. of someone as  close to  her as  her 
grandmother could  not outweigh that distent  force.20 
Even in the  example cited of the adult   Inter:ering with 
the process  of tying a shoelace,   there  is  the  element  of 
impoeitloc of the adult's will.    Seeing the child make great 
e-forts  to  perform a totally  useless action   (according to 
adult standards)   or one so  futile that  he could perforn   it   in 
an  instant  himself and   far better,  the adult   is tempted to  help, 
as though to  put   an end to  a disturbing spectacle.21 Monteasori 
stctes that the  adult  may even substitute  his will  for the child's 
so that   It   Is  no  longer the child who acts but the adult who 
sets through  him.22 "Who would ever have thought that  the use- 
less  assistance   ;iven to the child  is the first root   o:  all 
re.-ressions  and   hence of the moat  ..erilous   Injury  the adult 
individual can   do  to   the cLlldV"23The child of   ..re-school 
9,   especially   the   period   from birth to  three   /ears   wt.ich 
ontessorl  stresses  as  one of the most   important   and   neglected 
periods   in man's   life,   needs  freedom, from adult restrictions 
20 yontessori,  5e^rjt_of_Childhood,   p.   108. 
21 Ibid.,   p.  103- 
22 Ibid.,   p.   106. 
23 iblo.,   p.  105. 
(8) 
In order to  carry on the process  of ere; ting   t.is  personality 
and  developing   his   n.ental abilities. 
Dr.   I-'.ontessorl  deelBred a   need   for a   new  education 
for the child.     It   nust be-In with life  Itself and must   no 
longer retain the form of mere teaching;   for the young  child, 
whose psychic  life develops with his absorption of  information 
fror   his  environment,   would  not  benefit  from this  formal 
method of the  traditional elf. ssrooi. .24 I'.onlessori wrote  before 
her dec th  in  1952: 
The education of our day  Is  rich  in 
methods,   alms,   s nd  socle 1 ends,   but   one 
must  still say that   it  takes   no   account 
of life itself.    Among all the many 
methods   officially   used   In different 
countries,   not  one proposes to  help the 
Individual from birth and  to   protect 
his develop:..ent.    £duc:-tlon,   as  today 
conceived,   is  something  separated  from 
both biological and  social   liie.2^ 
Man must take cognizance of the  Intellectual  potential 
of the young child,   for it   is  the stronger of the species, 
the adult,   who  must  aid the child   in his  moat  Important 
taak—the  creation  of the ecult.     "To recognize this  great 
wor'k of the  child does   not  nean to diminish the adult's 
authority."  Adults  m.ust take the role as   collator: tors   in 
the building   process   rather  than to   be themeelves  the 
bullaers.     Once they realize this  fact,   they become able 
to carry out  their real duties;  and then  in light  of wider 
vision,  their  help becomes  truly valuable. 
P.  8. 
24 ivontessori.   **»*■  Ynu Should Know,   p.   2. 
25 J'lontessori,   Thi^bsorbent_i;lnd,   (Ady,r,   India,   1963), 
26 ibid.,   p.  9. 
(9) 
"This  may  be the beginning of a  new ex>ch  In  education, 
which will  consider  how  it  can assist the life of the child."  "( 
In no  p.evious   e>och of history  has there come  into  bein£   so 
nlzetlons  having  as their aiir, some aspect  of the 
welfare of the  child.    Within recent t lines  there  has  been 
increasing  interest   in the early education of the  child. 
Zr. I.ontessorl with   her theories  as  to  man's   early   psychic 
Development   (discussed   in Chapter 2)   ha3  had a significant 
role in t.,e  evolving of our modern system of education. 
her approach to  the  problem of early education  is   unique 
tnc controversial.     However,   her  interest  lay  not  only  In 
pro posing a  new  method of education but  in me icing the world 
aware of the great   potential of the child  so that   in wording 
towards   the  means  b/ which this   potential  ccn   Le  released, 
the 20tn century will truly become known as,   in hontessori's 
words,   the -entury of the Child.2& 
27 hontessorl,   Secret  of Childhood,   p.  88. 
2t-  Standing,   o.   80. 
(10) 
The Montessori Approach 
*s  a young ti^l>   Maria Montessori was sure of only 
one think   in deciding  on her future career—ahe definitely 
aid  not want  to teachi^ Ker avia  interest  in the fielu of 
science   led   her to   break  all traditions   in   becoming the  first 
women  in   Italy to  ttke the degree of Doctor of i edicine. 
Shortly efter her  graduation  from medic: 1 school,   she  had   her 
first  contsct with maritally  deficient children.     Through 
her work with then,   she tended to favor the belief that 
bal deficiency  was a  pedagogical problem ratbar than a 
mad lot 1 one.^l 
3he  became  intensely   interested  in this theory and   in 
tha work of Edouard  beguin  (1812-1880)  who was  the foremost 
teacher of mental defectIv  a of  his day.    beguin  had  baaed 
his work on the experimentation of another Frenchman,   Itard, 
who  had done  extensive work  in the training of the senses  of 
mentally  deficient  children.?2 Seguin believed that the body 
and  mind   in the human being  constitute an organic  unity end 
that  education should complement the child's organic develop- 
ment.     In   his   opinion,   the  two  areas  most   crucial to  develop- 
ment  were the  muscular and the sensorial areas;   therefore,   he 
develooed a method of "physiological education"   in which he 
22 standing,   p.   23. 
30  ibid.,   p.   27- 
<j g&ll.Z'r.^* Kontes.ori i-ethod.   (lew  MA,   1912), 
P.  34. 
(11) 
devised didactic  material to provide  sensory training  for 
mentally  defective children.33 
or.tessorl found the opportunity  to  apply some of her 
new beliefs  and  Icr.owledge when she becane the director of 
an ort ho phrenic  school  for children  in Home in 1699.    She 
spent  her two years   in this  position observing the children 
and  collecting and  analyzing  data,     bone of  her experiments 
with the  education of the "idiot"  children  had surprising 
results   in that  she was  able to teach a  number of tr.em both 
to read  end to write  so well that they successfully  passed 
a public  school  examination with nor:.al children.J    While 
everyone was  admiring  her acco..plls lucent,   :.ontessori was 
wondering why the  normal children in  the  public  schools could 
be equaled   in tests  of  intelligence by  her retarded pupils. 
After witnessing  the success  of tne Seguin sensorial didactic 
materials  with her children,  Monteseori withdrew fro.,   her 
work to  contemplate the potential of  another of Seguin1s 
ideas—applying   hie  physiological method  of  education to 
normal children.33 it  seemed logical  to  her that the methods 
which had  been successful with her defectives  could  be used 
with normal children in their early etagee of development.-50 
33  Nancy Rambusch,   Learnlnp   How   to  Learn,    (Baltimore, 
5+ Martin Mayer  in  his  article "Schools,   Slums,   and 
•-ontesaori",   Commentary,   XXXVII   (June,   1964),   p.   34,   expressed 
the opinion that Monteesori'a  "idiot"   children were  not what 
we would   call   Idiots   today,   i.e.,   I.ft.   t-eXow   23 &r»d_ ©s^sntia 1 Xy 
ineducable,  rrobably,   they were reUroeo   (1.3*  50-7->;  with 
a few maybe  "imbecile". 
33 Kontessori,   The Kontessorj-^thod,   p.  4^» 
36 Kontessori,  The Secret  of Chllohood,   p.  142. 
(12) 
Again :-:ontesaori was   presented with a chance to 
experiment with her   Idee3.    A school w=3 to  be  established 
for children between the ages of three to seven  in a  slum 
development   in Rome.    Dr.  ;:onte3sori was  Invited to  unoertake 
the organization of these   Infant schools and  enthusiastically 
accepted.      In January of   1907,   the   first   Case  aei   car..bini, 
"The Children's  house,"  was  o..enea.37 
Within a period  of three years,   I'ontessori's  Case del 
iairibini  had  achieved   international  fane.    Everyone from 
European  royalty to  well-known educators came to   her schools 
to marvel  at   her accomplishments.     Normal children of three 
or four years  had  lesrned to write and by the age of five,   to 
reed.    Advanced   concepts   in arithmetic were acquired  by the 
e of  six*     Of   equal   import   nee with the subject   matter 
learned  was  the  fact tnat these small children had  developed 
an smazing self-oiacl^line which enabled them to  move within 
their school  environment  with a freedom and  Independence 
hitherto   unknown.     It seemed that i-ontessori  had discovered 
the key which unlocked the door to what  she later ctlled 
"the secret  of childhood"—the unrealized  potential of the 
c.lid's  mind.36  in retrospect,  Kontessori stated that  her 
method  of  educ- tlon v;as the result  of i^er "discovery"   of the 
child's  re  1 abilities rather than the discovery  being the 
product   of a   pre-determined  method,   other than  her use of 
3/  Ibid.,   p.  43. „»»«. 
36 divert   orem,   27 ra.lor Elements   in Dr.   ^rla 
roiitesaorl's  Philosophy endVractlce,   tcorpus  Chrlstl,   rexas, 
19o3),   .-•   13. 
(13) 
Seguln's  didactic  materials .^ Dr.  lontessorl's  method 
fes a  b£sic  triad  of three elements:    the child,  the 
environment,   l no   the adult. 
: ontessori'3  most   Important  theory   concerning  the child 
is  her theory of  the "sensitive pwioda"  of childhood.     It  was 
the Dutch scientist,   Hugo de Vries,  who discovered t. « 
existence of sensitive periods  in animal life. 
These   periods  correspond to  special 
sensibilities  to  be found  in  .-rocess of 
development;  they a. e transitory,   end 
confined to   the acqjlsltlon of   e   determined 
characterls  tic.    Once this  characteristic 
has  evolved,   the corresponding  sensibility 
disappears.    Thus  every characteristic  is 
established  by  the help of sn Impulse,   of a 
transient   sensibility  which lasts  over a 
limited period of growth,   that   is,   during 
the corresponding sensitive period* 
Growth  is  thus   not  something v^ue,  according to  :ontessori, 
but a lebor guided by transitory  instincts which urge the 
creature towards  certain activities.^ one exar.pie of this 
in the  insect  world,   according  to De Vries,   is the caterpillar 
at; ge  in the metamorphosis of a butterfly.    After the 
caterpillar  leaves  the egg,   it  must  feed on very tender 
leaves   in order to  survive,     however,  the adult  butterfly lays 
its  eggs   near the trunk of the tree,    at this time,   the cater- 
pillar  is   strongly sensitive to  light  and  is drawn towards the 
39 Standing,   p.  35. , /M      „    . 
Luella  Cole   in A History of education,    (l\ew  Zork, 
1950),   o.   572,   states  that though  x.ontessorl s   long training 
in science was   orobably  invaluable to  her In her work the 
system   is   not   rigidly  scientific.     It   is   mainly  oerlved   from 
Intuition,   shrewdness,  and  bard oommon sense. 
40 !-:or.tessorl,   The Secret   of  Chilchooo.   p.   39. 
(14) 
area where the  light   la the brightest—at  the tips of the 
cnncb.es where  the young,   tender leaves may be  found.    Thus,   it 
receives  nourishment  and  survives.     It   is  a  strange  fact 
that after toe  caterpillar fcu s   jessed through its  first stage 
8  c   is   fully  grown,   it   c; n  e- t   other   food  and  then   loses 
its  sensitivity' to   light, 
Through hex- observation of the children  in the  "Children's 
house",   Montessori was  the  first to  propose that there are 
corresponding   sensitive   ..erioas   in   infL ncy   and to  males  use of 
then,  from the   stana.x)lnt   of  eoucatio:..     If these sensitive 
periods  are  ignored,   they can never be com_..letemy  fulfilled 
durir.L  the rest of the child's   life. 
The axis  round which the internal working of the 
sensitive  period revolves   is  reason.     It  develops   a. c 
assumes  concrete form from the   Images  t:.e child absorbs 
from his  environment.2*'2 Thus,   the environment   -lays  an  impor- 
tant role  in the  life of the young child.   "i=y absorbing 
what  he  finds   about  him,   he forms  his  own personality."  3 
Even  In the first  months  of the child's  life before   he  is 
able to  move,   he takes   in the whole of  his  environment  by 
means  of the absorbent  power of the "unconscious"   uind. 
Mo tessori refers to the mind  of tbs  child from birth to  about 
three years as   being  "unconscious"  because the child  acquires 
-tr.owledgs of  his  environment without willing   W  and  without 
Ibid.,   p.  40. 
42 ibid.,   p.   42. _- 
43 Fontessorl,   The Absorbent jOno,   p.   06. 
(15) 
knowlnt that  he  is  doing so.    The child  seems to take in 
these things  "not  with his mind but  with his  life.'"^ Aft«jr 
the child   begins   to   cove,   he gradually   passes   from an 
"unconscious"   to  a  conscious  state of u.lnd as  he begins  to 
organize  end   classify the  knowledge  already   storeo   in  his 
mind  about  his   environ: er.t.     The importance of allowing 
the child to  freely move  in  his surroundings without  adult 
restrictions  was  incorporated  in L.ontessorl's  method. 
One can go   no   further without   recognizing   the en., has is 
which    ontesiori   .-l.ced  upon the function of  tt.e  senses   in 
childhood.     In the period of "unconscious"   learning  of the 
child,  the building  of the nl id occurs only through the senses, 
sii.ce these organ!  are the only mean*  by which the  Infant 
may ascertain the nature of reality.    For example,   Lc what 
iontessori  08lit the  "sensitive .jeiiod for  language", 
(4 months  to  1 year),   the child  becomes  intensely  interested 
in the  human sounds   in his  environment.    The  infant will 
intently watch  the  mouth of an adult   and  make   "vague  sound- 
less  words".     Within a few months,   the baby will speak his 
first word.     He  feels a  psychic ur,e  and the corresponding 
activity  follows.     It   is   interesting to  note that while  the 
acquisition of a language is a long,  tedious  process  lor an 
adult,   an   infant may  easily acquire more than one  language 
during this   "sensitive  period".     The visual ana  auditory 
senses   are   essential   In this  task.   Later  in the  child's 
44 Standing,   p.   HO. 
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life when the use of the  heads becomes the  chief means of 
consciously  learning  frorr.  his environment,   all ol   the child's 
senses r.re put   Into  use. -^ 
One thing  is  evident   in lor.tessori's  theory  of the 
sensitive periods   in  infancy:    there  is  no way that a child 
iay he taught  directly since the orL animation of  his  psychic 
life  in this   e rly  period   is  entirely  Internal and c;. n he 
accomplished  only by the child himself.45 However,   since the 
child   is  so  closely  linked to  his  environment  for aid  in 
rcental growth,   his  environment serves as a  means  by which the 
child may be   indirectly reached.     It   is with this  appro; oh 
at  ;:o tessorl  had much success. 
One of   the  most   Important   needs   of the child   in   his 
environment,   as   determined  by I-tontessorl,   wt s   the   need  for 
order.    According to Kontessorl,   the child   -asses  through 
a "sensitive  period"   for order beginning about  his  seco d 
r and extending  for about two   years,   being  most  intense  in 
his third year.    During this  perioo the child displays an 
almost  passionate  interest  in the temporal and  spatial order 
of things   in   his   environment.     It   seems vital to   him to   have 
everything    kept  in  its  accusto.-.ec  plaoe;  and that the actions 
of the day  should be  carried out   in their accustomed routine. 
The reason for this   need   is  self-eviaent.    oir.ce the entire 
content  ol   the  Infant's  mind  in formed by   impressions 
47 
45 Ihld.,   P.  112. 
4o Ibid.,   p.  111. 
-1 Ttld.,   p. 123. 
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received from his  environment,   the child begins to  feel a 
need,   conscious  or unconscious,   for stability  and order  in 
thet  environment   in order that  he may organize  his  psychic  life. 
In the I'ontessorl  "prepared environment"  there ere two ty-es 
of order:      (1)  the general order and arrangement  of the 
classroom  as  a whole—the   furnishings  and   the didactic 
material   (the  /oungest  children flna pleasure  in maintaining 
tbla  order   then!Sleves--cleaning,   tidying shelves,   etc.);   and 
(2) the order which is   inherent   in the didactic  material 
itself .4b 
Another   need   essential  for tne child's   environnent   is 
freedom of activity,    rontessori's   idee   of  "freedom  within 
Halts"   has  been very controversial,     by this  tern,  Lontessori 
means  that  the child must   be free froir  any aoult   intervention 
within the T'ontessori clessroo:.  with the exception  J£ three 
events:      (1)   a   child rru3t   be prevented   froir doing  anything 
which will  adversely effect the woric of another child or 
the group as  a whole;  the  responsibility of deciding whether the 
acts   of a   child   will   have  good   or baa   consequences   Is   placed 
upon the directress   Uontessori's  "teacher");   (2)   no  child 
is allowed  to  choose any piece of material unless  he already 
icnows  how to  use  it; the primary function of the directress 
Is to   introduce the n-eterials to the chile  and  show bin 
how they are to  be used;   (3)  the child   is  allowed to   use the 
material! only so  long as   he uses  them for the purpose  for 
48 Ibid.,   P.   273- 
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which they were  intended. ^  (These  lie. It at ions  have aroused 
crlticisi.-s  which will be discussed  in Chapter 3.)    The child 
is free to  choose the particular material which  interests 
him or seems to   fulfill a certs In need  for him at the moment. 
He may work at   his  own pace for as  long as  he wishes or stop, 
out the   material  back  In   its   proper .>lace,   and   find  some- 
thing new with which to work,   or he may choose to rest  for 
awhile,     cefore I'.ontessorl's work,  the good child was  equated 
with the   1..mobile one.    Teachers,   and adults   In general were 
suspicious  of the child  having too n.uch freedom In the class- 
room,    l-.ontessori had a reverence for the child's  personality, 
and  faith that   liberty  of action was   not  only  safe to  Live 
children,   but  prerequisite for their growth.50 
However,   even ^ontessorl recognized the  faot that  children 
In such a free atmosphere as  hers would be restless  and dis- 
orderly   If they did  not  have didactic  naterlals which would 
completely  absorb their attention.    Kontessorl's  materials 
were devised,   changed,   end adapted to the children's apparent 
needs,   physical and mental,   throughout  her many years of obser- 
vation of young children,    ivery detail of the apparatus   Is 
based on the  recognition of the  fact   that  true  educetIon must 
be achieved  by  the child  himself.51 All of the  materials  are 
self-correcting,   i.e.   each piece of didactic material  is  con- 
structed  so that  there  is only one way  for the particular task 
50 §J?fiynP58iley,  vnnt.ftBsorl Children,   (Now York,   1915), 
» Dorothy Oanfleld Fisher,   A ;-ontessorl lot her,   (Sew York, 
1912),   p.  49. 
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to be accomplished  successfully by the child.     Thus,   instead 
of the traditional teacher-centered olaserOOm,   the lontessori 
school  is a child-centered one. 
In giving a brief resume of her didactic apparatus, 
it may be classified  into three groups:     (1)  materiel designed 
to te&ch praotleal skills,   (2)  material designed to train the 
senses,  and   (3)  material desirned to teach skills such as 
arithmetic,   writing;,  and reading.52 
One of the  .-riinary  purposes  of the  self-correcting materials 
was to  enable the  child to  achieve independence  from adult 
assistance.    Adults  habitually serve children—washing them, 
feeding them,   dressing thee.—without   stopping   to think that 
"the  child who  does  not do,  does  not  know how  to do."   "It   is 
easier to  do  these things  for the child rather than teaching 
him to do them  for himself,   but  this  is   not  educating the child."^> 
Therefore,   the first material to which the youngest  children 
were   introduced,   had a practical value  in that   it taught  either 
how to take care of the child's  own  person or to care  for  his 
environment.     The child was taught the proper way to  brush  his 
heir,   wash his  hands,   ,-olish his  shoes,   etc. Special  frames 
containing two  pieces  of cloth for ti.e child to  practice 
buttoning together or hooking,   lacing,   etc.,   helped  the child 
develop these valuable  practical skills.    The children learned 
how to  set the table for meals,  to sweep the floor,   to  pollsb 
furniture,   and  numerous other skills.    For the  children,   it 
was   oleasurable activity since they were  not acting out the 
II Cole,   p.   575. 
=>' standing,   p.  215. 
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roles of adults   but  actually performing trie  seme ta3'«cs  which 
adults do.-'4 
After the  exercises   in "practical  life",  the child v;as 
introduced to  the sensory training apparatus.    As  previously 
mentioned,   Fontessorl believed that the  senses were   iir.portsnt 
to the child   from an educational view point. 
The development of the senses   Indeed 
precedes  that of superior  intellectual 
activity and the child between three 
and  seven years of age is  in the period 
of  formation.     „e c-_n,  then,   help the 
development of the senses while they are 
in this  period.55 
Iontes3orl developed a system of graduated   exercises   for 
sensory/ training. 
beginning with exercises such as  discerning between 
rough and  smooth objects,   warm and  cold water,   heavier and 
lighter pieces  of wood,  the child  proceedec  to   placing wooden 
cylinders  of v: rlous   heights end thicknesses  into corresponding 
holes  of wooden  frames. This  exercise  involved the child 
discriminating  between cylindexs differing only slightly 
in some respect  and was self-correcting since each cylinder 
had only   one   hole   in which  it could   fit.36 The Tower was   a 
set of blocks graduated   in size which could  be  ..laced   in 
a ..yramidal shape with the child  being able to  see  an  error 
if the even outline of the construction was  broken.37 A wooden 
tray with geometrical  Insets   (wooden pieces   in the shapes 
54 Fontessorl,  The Iontessorl method, 
55 Ibid.,   p.  191. 
55 Tbld   .,   p.  194. 
57  Ibid.,   p.  197. 
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of a clover-leaf,   a triangle,  an oval,   a circle,  end a  few 
others)  was   used to develop the visual,  tactile,   and  muscular 
perception of the child,   i'he child,   often blindfolded   in 
order to  more nearly  isolate the senses  in use,  was taught 
to run his  finders  lightly over the perimeter of the wooden 
piece  in order  to store this tactile impression in his 
"muscular memory". Then he would trace the outline of the 
holes   in the tray with  his  fingers  until he thought  he  h&d 
found the one which corresponded with the vooden  piece. 
Differentiation  of  colors was also  practiced.     ,.ooden tablets 
wrapped   in  silk tnread  of eight  different  colors  with el^ht 
different shedes  of each color,  were useo.    The child  was 
introduced  to two different colors at a tin;e and then 
advanced to  recognition of the various  shades  of the colors. 
Discrimination  between shades of the san.e color becime so 
acute that  a child  could study the  color of one tablet and 
then walk to  another room - nd pick out  the  identical color 
from a  pile of various   shades of that  color.     Exercises  for 
development   of the  senses   lncludea   also  the  senses  of  smell, 
taste,   ana   hearing. 
When I ontessori's  system first  became widely  known, 
the.e was   criticism that   her emphasis  on the  eoucatlon of  the 
s£nses   was   approaching  the child on an  "animal"   level   rather 
than an   Intellectual one.* Since t.-.e child  must  rely  on   his 
senses   In the  first years of his  life,   ..ontessori  believed that 
5* Lillian >:aragaret Dent     "Are the I-iontessori Claims 
oustified?"  Forum,  LI,   June,   1914,   p.  ooo. 
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a child whose  perceptual skills were  increasingly  refined 
by exposure to graded stii-.uli,  would achieve ;_re'ter 
sophistication in observation,  discrimination,  and  eventually 
decision-ma king than a child who was  left to  his  own devices 
in a sensorily re ndom environment ,•& Thus,   when the child 
was reedy to  make the transition fron: the concrete to the 
abstract,   he  had an ordered content of the mind with which 
to ao so.    The sensory training prepared the child  for future 
intellectual  development.     Indeed,   I-.ontessori   haa   n.eny 
experiences   in which children began to recognize by  name 
the Vi rious   geometric  shades   in their  environment   because 
of their work with the geometries: 1   inset3.°0 The  aost   fan.ous 
example of advanced   intellectual development  derived   from  the 
sensori&l  education wss tee  "explosion"   into writing by 
ontessori's   four- and five-year old  pupils. 
belying on the  principle be sic to  her method,   observation 
of the  child,   :.o-:tesoori decided there were two component 
■ As  to   lesrning the n-echanics  of writing—nanipuleting the 
writing  instrument and reproducing, the flowing movements  of 
the letters.     For the child to gain control of the small 
muscles   in  his   hand,   1ontessorl   invited   him to   place one of 
the  pieces   from the   geometric   insets   on a white   sheet  of 
paper and  draw around   it.    Then the child   fillea   in this 
outline with a colored pencil.    Gradually the child  became 
o6 SfcaLy *The ,.ontessprUig*MQ>   P-  11^- 
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more adept  at  keeping within the outline and  his strokes 
became less  confused while also  becoming, stralghter.    Thus, 
the child   becaue the  master of the pencil.0    At the  sanie 
time,   he was  exposed to  the  letters of the alphabet  cut  out 
In sandpaper and  pasted  on wood,    AS tr.e child was  shown each 
letter,   he traced   its  lines   from left to right  with his   fingers 
while the sour.d of the letter was pronounced.     The letters 
were script  so that   in following the lines of the  letter,   the 
child  could  "feel"  the  flow of movement   essentiel for the time when 
the letters were put together into words.    Vowels., were 
^resented  first  and the consonants were pronounced  as a 
separate sound  first  and then united with a vowel sound.  ' 
The child could repeat   Indefinitely these exercises 
Involving, the visual,   tactile,   auditory,   and muscular senses. 
resides the sandpaper letters,   regular cardboard  letters were 
used.  A word  was  pronounced distinctly  for the child,   such as 
"mama",   and the child would  select the cardboard  letter 
corresponding, to  each sound of the word to  compose the  word 
Itself.  Later the child   himself would think of words  and 
compose them with the cardboard,   movable alphabet .3 All 
of this  preparation occurred without the child actually 
writing one word,   but   he  had  mastered  all the acts   necessary 
§i  Ibid.,   p.   274. 
°1 ml*Articular  feet   is   possible  for the young 
Italian c^Vbecause each If^er of the  Italian alphabet 
has only one  corresponding phonetic  sound.    The American 
child   is   not   as   fortunate   in this respect. 
(24) 
t 
to writing,   according to  lontessori.     But  at  some time, 
a link between the mind snc  the senses c-:ir.e Into   existence— 
the child apparently achieved insight   into the feet that   he 
possessed the ability to  communicate to others with the skills 
he had acquired and  an "explosion"   into writing occurred. 
lcked the  nearest  writing instrument  he could   find end 
began to write  on any  convenient  thing.     When this   event   first 
occurred,   ".'ontes::ori was   as surprised as the children them- 
selves,   but  she  later recognized  it  as a " nature 1  form of the 
child's development"  due to the sensory exercises.0    On the 
jverrge,   a  child   of  four   learned  to  write   in six weeks   in 
: ortessori's   school.°-> 
..esding coir.es after writing  in the i.ontessori system. 
A child who   forms   letters   p^rrectly  with  his   pencil and  can 
compose words   with the  movable alphabet  may still  be  unsble 
to recognize  a   v:ord which   he   himself   has   neither  written   nor 
co:. posec.°°  iontessori said  tbst  ret dine  required   a much 
longer course of  instruction than writing end required e 
highr.r  intellectual development  because   it   involved   inter- 
preting Ideas   from  graphic  symbols.07 Following the   phonics 
work  involved   in the preparation of the child  for writing, 
the preparation  for reading begins with the recognition of 
single words.     At   first,   these are composed with the movable 
64 
^ JoHphlne Teller,   "An Educational fonder-corker", 
i^Clure's  la^azlne,  XXAVII,  1-lay,   1911,   P-   «■ 
i° r la her,   p.  88. ...*,_ A     „    n&z 
°7 ;:ontessori,  'Phg ■■nritessorl ..etnoq,   p.  2oo. 
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alphabet,    Later when the child can interpret readily words 
con.posed  in this  way,   they  are written  in large,  clear script 
on slips  of paper.    The child spells the word out  letter by 
letter,   and then pronounces these  sounds  more and more rapidly 
until  he runs them together and perceives  that  he  is  pronouncing 
a word   familiar to  him.     If  possible,  the word   i3  accompanied 
by a  picture of the object which the word  nan.es. After single 
words  ere recognized,   the  process   is  extended to phrases. 
Here the directress  goes very  slowly with great  care,  to avoid 
undue  haste and  laek of thoroughness.    At  first  ti.ey are  not 
allowed to   re; d   cloud  because of the danger  of their falling 
into t.e faii.illar,   mechanical  habit of reading aloud a page 
with facility without   comprehending what   is  reed.    She first 
Ccriies  on a series of silent  conversations  with the child, 
writing  on the board  son.e simple request  for an action on their 
pgjjt—"rlease   stand up,"   etc.     Thus,   the reeding comprehension 
of the child  n:ay  be judged.    Later,   longer  t nd  .-.ore  oomplioated 
sentences  are  written on slips of  paper and distributed  to the 
children.65 As   in the  case of writing,   the  child nay  not realize 
at   first  the  slgnific; nee of these  skills   until  a certain 
moment when  he  perceives that,   just  as writing makes   it   possible 
for him to  communicate   his   ideas,   reading   enables   him to  receive 
the  ideas  of others.     This realization is  followed by the  child's 
absorption   in all  reading  matter  in  his   environment   (shop 
si£ns,   labels,   etc.)  and the consequent use of booics. 
58 Fisher,   p.  89. 
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.ontessorl's  approach to teaching arithmetic again 
Involved  her self-cor. ectlng didactic materials.    A series of 
ten rods were used.    The rods were divided  Into  equal sections 
a decimeter   in length with the first rod  being one decimeter 
In length,   the second  rod being two decimeters,   and so   forth up 
until  the   longest  rod  which was  ten decimeters  or &   deter   in 
length*    Thus,   when the rods were arranged correctly they 
formed  a stairctse outline which made it  possible for the 
child's  eye to discern his  own error when he had a rod  out 
of place.       With these rods,   it   was   possible to   te^ch the 
child to  count to ten by counting the tot el number of 
sections   in  each rod.    Sandpaper  numbers were used  in the 
3.:.e manner as the letters of the alphabet   in order to teach 
numerical  nomenclature,    addition and subtraction were 
approached  by  having the child  U3e the rods to compose 
various  problems with the sum of 10  (8*2-10,  4*6»10,   etc.) 
and then to  decor:.pose,   such as  10-4=6 or 10-5=  5*    Multi- 
plication and  division were attempted  by  the use of the  "five" 
rod  to  show thet two  "five"  rods were ec.ual  in length to  the 
"ten"  rod,   and that a  "flvs"  rod was  half the length of a 
"ten"   rod.'''0   numbers   larger than ten were accomplished   by 
adding more  rods  to the "ten"  rod.71 Games were  provided 
for further  exercise such as  boxes  labeled 0-10 with the 
child   placing   in  each   box the  number of  objects   indicateo 
69 I-lontessori,   The i-.ontessorl i-.ethod,   p.  327. 
70 Ibid.,   p.  333- 
71 ibid.,   p.  335. 
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by the number on the box.     "^ero"  was taught  as meaning 
"nothing" J2 
All  of the didactic materials  plus the freedom and 
order  Inherent   In then: constitute the second  pert  of the 
triad—the  "prepared environment" .    The completing part of 
the tried,   the adult,   acts  as  a link between the other two— 
the child end the  "prepared  environment".     In the Kontessorl 
school,   the adult   is called a  "directress"  r-sther than a 
"teecher"   beceuse  her  function  is  primarily to guide the 
child  in  his work  rether then to actively   intervene.    This 
function  corresponds with the role which Kontessori suggests 
thet the  adult,   in  general,   must   assume  in relation to  the 
child  in our society.    Since the didactic materials ere self- 
correcting,   the  directress   is   freed  frou  tcis  tesk and  is 
able to devote   more time to  observing the children and 
responding to their individual neecs.    The directress  must 
know the general  function of the prepared  environment  and 
the nature and  purpose of ever/ piece of materiel  In  it, 
and the age to which each  is suited.V3 The  Introduction 
to the child of  particular didactic materials  must  corres.-ond 
with the  "sensitive period"  through which the  child  is 
passing.     For  lnstr nee,  according to  Iiontessorl,   the 
sensitive sge  for vriting  is  between H end H,   for words 
leading to reading and numbers,   it   is  4 to  5,   and  for the 
refinement   of  senses end  muscular  coordination,   It   is   2\   to 4. 
72  Ibid.,   p.   329. 
74 ^?iSori'fo?5£ittle Folks",  TiieLoiilsjaiie_Courier 
Journal  ■ ataalne.   December   lb,   19o3,   p.  24. 
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The role of the  directress   is certainly Just  as   important  as 
the traditional teacher's role but the adult-child relationship 
is different.     The child knows the directress   is  there  if  he 
needs  aid,   but  the learning which occurs   is entirely on  his 
own which is  a  source of great  satisfaction to the child and 
probably the  i.ost valuable type of ecuc;tlon he could receive. 
The triad   is completed vhen the child,adult,   and  environ- 
ment  come to  one point of  contact,   i.e.  when the directress 
oresents a piece of didactic  material to  the  child and 
ea  sure  he thoroughly understands   its  use.'-'    For Lontessori, 
concentration and absorption with the material was 
the key to the  child's  mind.    Kontes^ori describes  a change 
in the  child's  personality which is almost  spiritual.    Through 
the spontaneous  concentrationoroused   in the child  by the 
cterials,   the  cnild  is  "normalized",   thus  inferring that 
e.-iiuren who  have  not received this  eyerie nee exhibit  behavior 
which  is  actually unnatural for them.76  indeed,  according 
to .ontessori,   children's  behaviour which we might term 
"naughty"   is  actually a deviation from what would   normally 
be their natural  personality  if  not for the adverse 
environmental  Influences. 
I.bntessorl   lists the  char; ct -.rlstlca   of the   " normalized" 
child   ;s   being:    (1)   a   love of  order—both external ar.d 
internal;   (2)   a  love of work—work in this sense meaning 
75 3ta ndlng,   p.   239- 76 Ibid.,   p.  174. 
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sny activity which involves the child's whole  ,ersonallty, 
having as   its   unconscious aim the construction of the child's 
self;   (3)  spontaneous  concentration—totcl absorption of the 
child   In  his task,   oblivious to external disturbance;'? 
(4)   obedience—the child   appears to   receive   joy   in willing 
himself to   be  obedient to  another,   the child's   own will   is 
involved  rather than  his  being a docile figure;   (5)   indepen- 
dence and  lnltlctlve—the child acquires as  much Independence 
as  is  possible  for him to acquire at  e?ch St.-^e of development.7» 
The last  two char cteristlcs are especially  in.port; r.t— 
s.-onts neous  self-discipline a nd a Joy  in lesrnlr.g.    According 
to l.ontessori, 
...the dawning of  real discipline  coiv.es 
through work.    When a child first  becoii.es 
absorbed  In doing son.ett.lng.. .he  has 
tcitcen his  first  step on the road of 
discipline.     Svery time a  child  coc..:letes 
a series of co-ordinated action directed 
toward a ^iven end,   every time he repeats 
his   exercises,   correcting   his own  errors, 
every tine   he accomplishes  something which he 
has  undertaken,   he ~i3 tralni:.g  his  positive 
will-power.79 
This   is   a valuable asset   in t:-.e child's development.     The 
crowning, characteristic o:  the "normalized"   children  Is  the 
joy with which they do their work  in the rontessori school. 
Visitors to the I'.ontessori schools are struck by the tr: n- 
qulllty  of the  atmosphere and the   feeling of   be .^lness   which 
11  Ibid..   P.  175- 
79 Thifdate*L.  Smith,  The ::ontes.-orl system in Theory 
ana rrsctice.    (i.ev.   York,   1912),   P»   42. 
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seems to  radiate  frorr. the children t heu.selves .80 xhls  joy 
in le^ mine  alone with the child's  "leerning how to  le; rn" 
are  important   factors  in I'ontessori's  e: rly eduoation 
..rogrc-m. 
/otitessori believed that the "normalization"  of 
children  must occur  before their true e^ucfctlon could begin, 
and her a^.-roach to   education would  make :;t.nifest  this  "new" 
or "norm; liz;d"   child whose  released   potential  could   ...ossibly 
C.J- n£.e and ameliorate our society. 
*0 For a full description of the atmofl   here and 
activities   of t. e I-ontessori clsssroo:..,   see    A Visit  to 
Lllllput"   in  Standing's   j g rla   1 or.tessorl,   her life   and 
jbrk,   pj .   183-200,   or The vnntessorl i-etnod. 
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ontessori  In the Space Age 
In the  early part of this  century y.ontessorl schools 
had sprung up all over the world.     Her loess and  methods 
seerred   to   portend  a   revolution   In ecucttion.     hov/ever,   after 
1918,   the "Montessorl fever"   had  either subsided or  In 
:.eny  ..laces,   such as America,   had disappeared.    The Aiiierlcan 
.ontessori schools,  whichwere established  after y.ontessori's 
visit to America   lr. 1915,   proved to be either financial 
failures  or victims of the  flood of Dewey's   ;rotressive 
education which sv.e.t t.e country  at this  tine.       Dev.ey's 
disciples  declared  her  method  to be too rigid.     It was  only 
In the European countries that  the Kontessorl schools 
becrr.e   firmly   established. 
However,   In recent  years there has been an American 
revival  of   Interest   in the Montesoorl net hod.     The reawakening 
of interest   in  I.ontessori's  method  see:,ed to  coincice with the 
reawakening of American   interest   in the   intellectual   potential 
of the young child.     If the  /ear 1956  is ta**n as  the launching 
period  for the  new .".ontessori movement   (the first   "pure" 
Hontessori   school was  opened   in 1958   in Greenwich,   Conn.) 
then  it   is   interesting to  note that the revival too* concrete 
for...  immediately after the launching of the first Sputnik 
which summoned   the Space Age  for  this   nation.    With this 
81 „, n Intellectua 1 Leap",   Kewsweek,   LXI,  June 24,   1963, 
P.  106. 
P.  63. 
2   "The  Joy of Learning",   SJfflf,   ""VII.   **   12.   1961, 
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scientific  event,   there was a flurry of quick appraisals 
of the American  educational system.    The anxious American 
niddle-class   parent  wondered   if his child was receiving 
enourh of the right kind of eduction.     "The pressure of 
American  life  in the 1950's makes  it  see.':  mandatory for  every- 
body to  la-rn i.ore  end  learn  it  earlier and fa3ter than  ever 
before."^3 £Ut what type of education should be provided  for the 
young child?     '..hat  are  his  particular neecs  in early  educational 
development,   and   does  the  Montessorl approach fulfill  these 
needs? 
I.ontessorl  clearly  stated   her own tin.   in  ei rly   education: 
"All  euucatlon of little  children must  be governed by this 
principle—to   help the natural  psychic and  physical develop- 
ment of the  child."&4 Her education of the senses around which 
her system revolved we s designed with the   purpose of aiding 
the development   of the child's   physical and   mental capacities. 
It   is   true that   h;r method  did  enable  children to read   a r.d to 
write at the aga of five,   but was this  f e-1  achieved  at  the 
expense of other   import? nt   aspects of the   child's   personality? 
Modern educators  tend  to think so. 
First  of all,   it   i.ust   be remembered   that  l-.onteaaorl's 
work was  done   in  a  period when very  little   had   been revealed 
about the personality of the child,     .-o.-tessorl  herself 
established  several basic   principles  for scientific pedagogy 
83 Evelyn Beyer,   "y.ontessori  in the Space Age?"   NEA 
Journal.   LII,   December,   19o3,   P«   35. K 
8* I'ontessorl,  The "ontessorl /ethod,   p.  dM. 
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In that  she stressed the  Import- nee of making the child the 
olnt  of reference for any  educational methods,  and also of 
icee.Ang records  and data  on the  lndlvlduel children's  progress.^5 
However,   there  has  been 50 years of work In the field or child 
.;sycholo^y  since  she developed  her method.    The new theories 
of modern education appear to contradict some of  her basic 
ideas. 
. ontessori   stressed  the  intellectual development   of the 
child  with social  training relegtted  to a minor role until 
later   in  the child's  development.    This   emphasis Wl   the 
result   of  her belief that  the  e'rly   ret rs  of the  child's   life 
are the  best years  for developing the child's senses.°° 
::odsrn child psychologists  now say,   however,  that  these  first 
yesrs  of  life  are  the most   important years  for emotional 
development. 
What  a child  experiences during tc.ese 
years will be decisive for his  future 
development   as  a   personality.     One 
cannot  help asking  if the strong e.. phasls 
of the   Intellectual training   of the 
::ontessorl system  is done at the cost 
of emotional well-being.    Today we are 
becoming more and  ..ore conscious of the 
necessity   for  healthy   emotional development 
which allows  children to  express their 
feellnrs   in different  ways,,not  only   in a 
words   out  also  in free creative activities. 
These   "free creative activities"   serve  as  a  r. eans   for the  child 
to meet  such emotional  problems  as fear,  anger,   or rejection, 
£5 .lice Burnett,   "Konteasorl Education Today  end 
Yesterday",   ?lerr,entsry Scholastic Journal,   LXIII,   November, 
1952,   -o.  75. 
ko Konteasorl,   The  konteaaorl Kethoa,   p.   21o. 
*"<  Britta So hill,   "The Konteasorl System   ,   Chllohood 
education,  XXXIX,   December,   1962,  p.  172. 
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end thus,  to  relate to  his world.    According, to modern thinking, 
having the child  use materials which will  hel.. him to develop 
s healthy mental   hygiene   is   more  Import   nt than  "having  him 
trace a  geometrical shape,  shine his  shoes,  or wash his  hands 
in ritual fashion".85 
There  is,   indeed,   a lack of stimulation of creativity 
end imagination in Aontessori's system,   if not  a restriction 
of it.    To  cite a few examples,  there  is  Montessori's  provision 
for music   in  her school.    According to  her,   "This  must  be 
carefully  guided by method". Therefore,   she cevised  exercises 
to  help the  child  distinguish musical tones  of the  scale 
to differentiate between musical sounds and  "disordered 
end ugly   noises"   in  his   environment.®9  In  ert,   I-iontessori 
Insisted  that   the   imagination of the child  be based  upon 
reality   (as  related  to the use of the senses)   so  that the 
child who   painted   the   tree trunk red was   not   ready to advance 
In abstract  education,   in her opinion.9° The hontessori 
child was  not   encouraged to use ©lay and  paint,  or to draw, 
except  for filling  in the outlines of the  geometric  figures 
in preparation to write.    Dramatization or role-playing by 
the pupils was   not  encouraged  since they were  provided with 
opportunities  to  accomplish real things—setting  the table, 
etc.     It   is true that  the children receive pleasure from this. 
"But  it   is also true that  at  certain ages young children love 
cake-believe  play,   Just  as  they all go through s   staLe of 
®tt Beyer,   p.   36. _-,. 
09 Pontessori,  Tr.e Pontesjorl i.ethoo,   p.  200. 
*0 Mayer,  p. 36- 
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ic thinking".91  -'.ontessorl had  a low view  of games  and toys, 
and the.efore,   most of  her game* were  educational ones.     Rarely 
die the pupils sing or  clay singing  games or loos at pictures 
or bave stories read to  them.92 
i'ontessori's  em .has is on order  in the  environment  £nd 
the order  established by the self-corrective  material 
Itself produced  e   system which wt s  too rigid.    There was   no 
Brlal to which the child  could  bring his  own sense of 
order,  such ts  city,   painting,   blocks,   etc.9> *s  previously 
. Lonec,   the didactic  apparatus  culd be used only  for the 
..urpose  for which   it  was   intended.     Thus,    if a chile   stai-ted 
to make a  train with the wooaen pieces  of  t..e cylindrical 
insets,  the  material would be removed  from his  possession. 
Montessorl stressed ti.e  Importance of the child  having the 
freedo.. to  learn and to  le»rn through  his  own efforts. 
True,  there was  some liberty  in that  the child could choose 
his own materials,   but  he could choose from only those 
rials  to which he had  been introduced  by  the directress. 
Cnce he settled on a  choice,   he  had to  carry  oat  the  full 
,-rocedure   in the  proper  manner.°      This  can not  be 
considered true  liberty  of the  child,   and   it   is  especially 
restrictive of  his   lmaglnation. 
I1 ochill,   p.   173. 
92 Cole,   p.   572. 
93 Miriam L.  Goldberg,   "A Doctor  s prescription  , 
Saturday Review,  XXXXV,   October 20,   1952,   p.   90. 
~94Burnett,   p.  74. 
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96 
Another  controversial part  of kontesaori's  ays ten:  is 
her lcctc of  social training.    Xonteaaori en._-ha3iz.ed the 
Individual child who  was to  build  his  personality through 
free,   independent  work.    Social  interaction ocurred through 
the older children helping the younger chiloren with their 
cidactic  materials.     I-'ontessori   believed that  this   ty.e of 
social coir.munication wts  tie   mo»t   important .55 liontes^ori 
aeid that  her  children  had  a sense of unity,  a  feeling 
of being part  of e group,  which she called  "cohesion  in 
ioolal unit."    This   feeling  appeared  to  rise from a 
group  "apirit"  rather than fron. any actutl work as  a j_roup.- 
Starting   first   grace   involves   being able to   associate  with 
one's OWi   age group,   being able to work together knowing 
something about  the   environment  and   how to   behave   in It.   It 
aeeus that  cooperation and  teamwork are  the great  slogan*  of 
our time.     Monteeeorl doea  give training  in cooperating   in the 
intellectual  area though ao:..e  educators   aay   it   co::.ea  at   too 
esrly a  st-ge.     "But what  about  personal relation between 
human beings?  Does  this  system provide  ehough experience  in this 
&rea?"     It   is   not  so  much a question of   intellectual develop- 
ment as  that  oi' maintaining emotional balance  and  encouraging 
identification within a  group.97 
Dr.  Bernard Spodek,  Assistant  rrofessor of 21ementary 
Sducction of  the University of Wisconsin,   ape- ka  on behalf 
55 Rontessori,   The absorbent   x.lnd,   p.   225- 
96 ibid.,   o.  232. 
97 SchTll,  p. 172. 
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of ;ontessori.    Ke states that the Montes~ori schools  "unlock!" 
that aevelopmentel potential of young children which Is 
"being  held  back"   by  the current  practices   in Kindergartens 
anc nursery schools.     Conventional  ^rotraiLS axe too  group 
oriented and  too concerned with ,-roviding chilcren with 
emotional outlets.     "Children  in these schools  are  not only 
fcorec,   but  they  ere  being refused     eoucttional  experiences 
that would  support   normal development."9° 
On the other  hend,   Luella  Cole says  that "ontesaori's 
intellectual  environment based on sensory  education  is  not 
essentlsl  for the  development  of the young child. 
...enough training of tLe senses  for any 
ordinary  purpose  is automatically [,iven by the 
processes of growing up and  achieving, an o 
ordinary   education and that  additional 
training,   if neeaed for a particular  job, 
can be aca.uired at  any period of life 
up to  senescence.    The matter of 
sensory  training  has to  be considered 
in tne  light of a  child's total  needs  a..d 
such time  assigned to   It   as  will  not 
interfere with the development  of 
other equally  Important  abilities."" 
Criticism of three other areas  of Kontessorl's  method 
is significant   enough to  mention.     Concerning I'bntessori's 
t: eory that  the environment determines whether or  not  the 
child's  potential as  a  future man   Is  realized,  Dr.  Spodek 
seya that  his  concept  of developn-ent  assumes that the 
limits of development  are  fixed at  birth.    This   idea 
98 Bernard Soode^c,   "liontessorl Education Visited", 
Jle:..entary English.  XXXXII,   January,   1965,   P«  75. 
y* Cole,   ~.   573. 
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contradicts the  more widely accepted  idea that  the child  is 
crested as  he  goes through Interaction between  himself and 
tils  environment.100 
Will lam Heard Kilpatrlck,   one of the foremost  disciples 
of Dewey,   Is   not  a recent  critic of I^ontessori,  but n.eny of 
h.ls crlticlsir.s  are still  pertinent today.     In  his  evaluation 
of her systerr.  in 1914,   he pointed out that I.ontessori's 
concept  of learning was  based on faculty  psychology,   a 
concept  discarded years   previously   In both Germany and 
ice.     Faculty psychology  involves the  idee  that the  mind 
or individual  has  several  faculties  or abilities which are 
arate and therefore  must  be dealt  with separately. 
Transfer of learning or training to  other ebilities or from 
the theoretical to the  practical  Is  automatic  according to 
this doctrine.     i:ontessori's training of the   individual 
senses   seems   to   infer that   she did   believe   in  automatic 
transfer.     Kilpatrlck said that the specialized training, 
M  Loh the didactic a.-paratus  evoked,  was training only  in 
a .articular discrimination,   and  not  a  nenerel power.101 This 
criticism has   not  been  frequent recently because of the 
success  rontessorl schools  have had with teaching school 
subjects . 
The third   criticism   Involves   Montessori's   method  of 
training uirdctresses  for her school.     Brita Sohill,   staff 
100 Spodek,   p.  76. 
101 William Heard Kllpatrlck,   The ;/,ont;ssorl byaten. 
Jxamlned.   (Mew fork,   1914),   p.  50. 
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member of the Social  . eda,_ogicol oeclnsry,  Stockholm, 
Sweden,   scys  that the Kontessori "teachers"  do  not  receive 
a lonfc enough period of training.     The ;.ontessori training 
prograa encompasses  a six-month period   In which they  study 
the psychology of the child,   function of the  "prepered 
environment",   end  the  proper U3e of the didactic material. 
Schlll says  that  as  much knowledge &s we  now  nave of  child 
psychology even three  /ears of preparation seems  ftr too 
short.102 
The main contribution of the current  I'.ontessorl revival 
In America   Is  already taken for granted!     the  preschool 
child  Is ready to  learn*    The revival was  an   important 
reminder for both ptrents and  educators.10-^ Dr. Kenneth 
D.  (farm,   specialist   in early  childhood  e.. ucj-.tion at Teachers 
College,   Columbia  University,   believes,   "we  can learn  much 
frou  the Iiontessorl approach."10^ Since the Whit by School 
wes opened   in 1958 by Kancy Rambusch,  the  founder of the 
Aireric n *:ontes3orl Society,  there  ha3  been widespread  fenfare 
of the success of the I ontessorl method with American 
children.     The four   instruction areas of practical life, 
sensory development,   language,   and  mathematics  ere still 
b-slc  in the American I'ontessori schools.     "With almost  no 
visible got dine,  Whltby's kids  learn numbers  at  3,   write at 
102 Schlll,   ...   173. 
i03 Goldberg,   p.   62. 10* "What's So  Special about  .ont-^ssori schoolsr 
jooc housekeeping,   CIA III,   Kay,   1964,   p.   165. 
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A, re-d  at  5,   parse  sentences  at  7."10^    Since 1958,   about 
125 iontessori  schools,   almost all for 3-6 year olds,   have 
teen founded.     In tine Washington,   D.C.,   area alone,   32 cl&sses 
r.ive been started   In tv/o   yetrs.106 tony of these  schools 
r.;ve been opened  by  pc.rents and are non-denomin&tionel. 
(Since iontessorl was  Catholic,   ir.any of the MontsSSori 
schools  are affiliated with the C- tholic church.) 
2ducatlonal gain,   if any,  of ^ontessori  pupils over 
children taught  conventionally  have not  been documented. 
I-'ontessori&ns   have   not   completed   rese-rch  on the method's 
learning value,     ."either the NBA  nor the U.S.  Office of 
2duc tion has   taken  a   formal stand on '.ontessori.     ' 
Europeans claim the average Hontesaori student  is a year or 
two ahead of  his  peers.     Some ..ontessori teichers   in this 
country  suggest  talented  pupils  be placed  one ye&r ahead 
;aelr  &ge  l^vel with their transfer to  a  traditional 
school.    £x^erience   baa   shown that  most ..ontessori children 
have little trouble adapting wherever they  are  placed.105 
Many educators   feel that the  i.ontes-orl method may 
ultimately  prove most  useful  not to the offspring  of the 
effluent  society,   but  to  underprivileged  and physically 
handles Doed  children. 109 "Though her approach has  vs lues   for 
105 "The Joy of Learning",  Time,   p.  63; 
^o Charles Mangel,   "Kontessori Zducation begins  et   _>  , 
Look,  January 26,   1965,   p.  61. 
!07 Good   Housekeeping,   p.   loA. 
loS mangel,   p.   07. 
109 Nev/sweek,   p.   106. 
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the education ofjchildren from all backgrounds,   meny  of 
the specific  materials were designed to  help children whose 
experience ws.s desperately  impoverished ."HO    :;or.tessorl 
herself seid,   "If we went en easy ex erlment with sure 
success,  we  should  go to work among  poor children,  offering 
them an environment  they do   not   possess ."Hi; artln Layer seid: 
The scf.■ ndal of modern educstion for slum 
children has  lately become a  matter of ■ 
national discussion and worry.    Since the 
Second V/orld War,   the gap  has  steedily 
widened  between the educational accomplish- 
ments   of mldcle-class   children and  of 
working-class children  (particularly of 
-,ecro  working-class  children).   Insensibly, 
our methods  of instruction end our 
curriculum have   come to  assume ^re; ter and 
greater contributions  by the  home to  the 
educstion of the  child,  and where these 
contributions are  lacking the  schools  are 
simply   ineffective. 
_r continues  to   say that   at   present   we do   not   know  how 
to give a  significant  proportion of the American slum children 
a reesonable  education,   but  pre-klndergarten programs 
would  be a  help ; nd   in this  context,  there   Is  no  escaping 
the work of Maria Kontessori.112 /.t ti.e  ^resent  time, 
rlmenteri  are running a  Montessori school  in Chicago's 
Cebrini slum-clearance project.     The children who  live   in 
the project   are  mostly  fatherless Negroes anc  x-uerto nlcans 
whose mothers work or are on relief.    The Chicago r.ontessorlans 
sre tackling the  job of preparing  ore-school   children from 
110 May r,   o. 38. 
Hi Kontessori,   Education for a  ^ew V.orld,   (Adyar, 
India,   1959),   p.   66. 
112 layer,   p.  33- 
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raci&l ghettos   for the n.ldcle-cl&ss  public  schools.113 
If the Pontessori  method does  fine   in the education of 
9lui children  its  proper sphere  in the b.-tce Age,   then 
;ontessorl's  v.-orlc Kill  h-^ve  corr.e full  circle  fron.   its 
initial development   in Montessori's  first  Casa del Eambini 
in the slums  of  Rorr.e.11^ 
n3 "Kontessori  in the Slurs," Tine.  LXXXIV,   July  10,   1964, 
P. 53. 
114  Ibid.,   ?.   54, 
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Conclusion 
It   Is too soon to tell whether or  not  our century will 
become known £9  "The  .entury of the Child".  Child  psychology 
ties certeinly  become en  Important  science today.     Judging by 
tr.e interest  which the wortc of Dr.  Arnold Gesell and  others 
has aroused and  by the sale of books  concerning  psychology and 
pedagogy of the child,  the adult   is  concerned  and   interested 
in aiding the development  of the child.     Increased knowledge 
of the reason   for  children's   behavior will   certeinly   help  in 
bridging the gcp between tee child's world  end the adult's. 
rontessori'a   ideas  brought status to the young child 
by revealing   his   intellectual potential.    The possibility  of 
educating the  pre-achool  child  is  accepted  by modern  educators. 
In Jerome Bruner's The rrocess of Education,   he  ^ro-oses   the 
hypothesis  that   "any   subject   can  be tauL ht   effectively   in 
some   intellectually   honest   form to   any child at  any   stt.g.e of 
development ,M115 Bruner  proposes  a curriculum  in which the 
asn.e material   is   ..resented at successively  moro' difficult 
levels for  each stage of  the child's development   ("spiral 
curriculum") .   Pontessori's  stress  on studying the  individual 
child  and   providing  for   individual   needs  of  childr  n   is   now 
considered  important   in educational circles,   also. 
ontessori's   idea  of the "sensitive periods"  of  the 
child are  not   fully accepted  from the  biological view point.. 
However,  they  correspond   in tone respects to what  modern 
ll$ New York,   1963,   P«  33. 
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educators  call the developmental "needs"  of the child.    These 
"needs"  are  not  a3  limited to  specific age  periods  as 
.'ontessori's   "sensitive periods",  ano  they  Include,   not 
only the  child's   irental  snd  physical   needs,   but   his   social 
and •motional ones  as  well. 
Recognition of the  Importance of the  prepared  environ- 
ment of the young  child   is  now an integral part  of 
ecucctional   methods,   also.     Modern educational theories   do 
not   Include  the  "deterministic"   quality of the   environment   on 
which Pontessori seemed to base  her system.    The  need  for 
freedom of activity   in the environment   is   import-, nt,   however. 
Lewe/'s Totto  of  "Learn by doing"  seems  to  apply  here  for 
the child rust  be kept active  in order to  learn.    V.lllard 
Clson advocates  the  child  having the  freedom of self-selection 
in his  envlronnent.     He says that the wisdom of the child's 
tody and  i.lnd will lead  him to  seek a ppro_.rlate experiences. 
The task of  the teacher  Is to  provide a stimulating 
environment   in which the  child  can ">jace"   himself  according 
to his   needs   and  readiness.110 As  or.e  can  see,   many   of 
Olson's  ideas  correspond to the  ideas  Kontessori   ,ro..osed 
fifty years  ago. 
If Pontossori's  areas of  learning—practical  life, 
sensory development,   end  the  school subjects  of language and 
"ethenatics are to   be  advanced   in tt.e modern age,   they will 
neve to adapted to the modern American culture.    The 
emphasis   placed  on  learning   practical   life skills   such as 
116 Child Development,   Boston,   1959,   p.   12. 
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pollshelnc: shoes,   buttoning clothes,   etc.,   will depend  e   great 
de-1 on the environment  of the  home  from which the child 
comes.     These  exercises  were certainly  Important   for i.ontessorl's 
slum children due to the lack of this training at  home, 
but they may  not  need to be  emphasized  ss  much with children 
from American  mldcle-clasa   homes.     Of  course,   pr; ctice with 
this ty..e of  didactic   material would   not  be detrimental to 
any type of child. 
.buern  nursery  educators  agree with ibntessori's 
tenets that  the yecrs  between three and six are   Important 
ones  for growth cno  development   of the  child's   senses.     They 
know that  a  child  learns with both his  muscles  and  his  head 
a3  he manipulates objects  in his  environment  and that there 
is a positive  collaboration between the two.11?  -^ut  I.ontessorl's 
didactic  material should  not  be the prime material around 
v.t.ich the school  revolves.     Children's  natural  curiosity  combined 
with the  fact  that many  of the  eaucatlonal  "toys"  today  are 
self-correcting   .roduce a similar  effect  as   far as   natural 
learning  is  concernec without  the  harmful restrictlons'.-Of 
initiation  imposed by Iiontessori materials. 
The modern  nursery,   however,   by being so conscious  of 
the  emotional   and  social development   of the   young   child, 
cay be neglecting the   Intellectual potential which lies   In 
the  errly   /ears   of life.     There   has   certainly  been  little 
evidence against the success  of teaching children to re-d 
snd write  in   ore-school  instruction,     i or.tessorl's  methods  of 
117  "Kontessorl   in the Space *-.ge?"   NEA,   p.   35- 
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teaching waiting and reading have not   been as  difficult to 
adayt to American children as  previously considered,   judging 
by the success of the American Kontessori schools.    Her method 
for preparation for reading   Is very similar to  the techniques 
used today  in the  primary grades  of public  schools.    Kontessori's 
rods used   In teaching mathematics  have  been superseded  by 
the "Cuisenaire"   rods,   named after the  Belgian teicher who 
invented them.    These rods are muoh more effective  in teaching 
the four  fundamental  rules  of arithmetic   (adoition,   subtraction, 
multiplication,   division).11" The concepts  of teaching 
mathematics to  children  have been greatly advanced  in recent 
years.    Kontessori's  concept  of "aero"   as  "nothing"  would 
no longer be acceptable today,  but some of  her mat hemst leal 
gerr.es would  favorably  supplement  the young child's  prepared 
environment. 
Two major contributions of Jontessori were  her uses of 
self-correcting materials and the  non-graded classroom 
situation.    These  ideas  were  not   new with lontessorl but  she 
revitalized the   interest   in them.    Materials which are self- 
corrective  help the  child to  develop Independence and  con- 
fidence  in his  own ability to  learn.    The need  for declsion- 
maicing which  it   requires   is   certainly   basic   for  preparation 
for living  in a democratic  society.    The materials also offer 
the opportunity   for simple mastery experiences  raised  to 
progressively  higher levels of difficulty.    The teaching 
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machines  which ere under experiments ion today  have es  a 
baalc  premise the value of self-correcting materials. 
Vertical structure of age grouping  in the classroom 
is now being experimentally used  in many areas  of the U.S. 
The intellectual social  interaction which occurs   in a non- 
graded classroom was  of  prime  importance  for l.ontessorl.    The 
system by which the child  is  allowed to  progress at  his 
own pace   b.-sed   on   intellectual,   social,   end  enotional  factors 
rather than by  specific age  has  met with success  not  only 
in .ontessori schools  but   in many public  schools. 
Thsre  is  one definite observation which e< n be made 
about the I'ontessori  method.     If  it   is  to  have a  profound 
effect on fee American educational system,   it   must  be 
sdapted to  recent  theories  of the child's  developmental 
neeos end to the American culture itself.    One   proposal 
is to combine the best aspects  of ::ontes3ori's   Intellectual 
roach to the young child's  education,   with the  current 
practices  of modern nurseries  and klndergartens   in the develop- 
ment of the child's  emotional and socitl  needs.    Thus,  the 
i.ontessorl didactic  materials  could be  used   in a prepared 
environment which would stimulate the creativity and 
imagination of the child.     Independent  work: with materials 
could be alternated with cooperative group work: and  play. 
The only  approach with which the  Montessori method   could   be 
used  in  its  more  "pure"   form  is  possibly with the current 
work with American children In the slum areas.   In this ty:„e 
of situation the yontessorl method  hec   Its origin and  may 
slso  have   its  greatest   future success. 
(48) 
The revival of the "lontessori method   In America 
is still too recent  to drew positive conclusions,   but  as 
every critic of I'ontessori acknowledges,   her approach to 
education  has values which are too  important to  be 
disregarded.     Only the  future  holds the answer as to 
whether Kontessori's   iceas  on education will permanently 
affect tt.e American educational syste:.. 
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